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F
or much of the past 30 years, conventional 
arms control (CAC) has played a historic role in 
ensuring the security of Europe. The Treaty on 
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) 

stabilized the continent for nearly two decades after it 
was signed in 1990 by establishing ceilings on categories 
of weapons that were believed to facilitate large-scale 
surprise attacks and creating procedures for inspection 
and notification, thus shaping military behavior in 
Europe from the final years of bipolar confrontation 
through the early post–Cold War period.

In recent years, however, the European CAC regime 
has largely collapsed due to a variety of related political 
disputes. Perhaps more importantly, the fundamental 
rationale for the treaty—addressing destabilizing quan-
tities of conventional arms on the continent—might 
no longer be relevant. Given military-technological 
developments since the original treaty was negoti-
ated, smaller quantities of equipment could provide 

KEY FINDINGS
 ■ The drivers of armed conflict in Europe have 

changed since the CFE was signed in 1990. 
However, CAC measures grounded in an 
updated analysis of such drivers could signifi-
cantly improve European security.

 ■ Military factors that could bring on 
 Russia-NATO conflict include military activ-
ities or exercises in strategically sensitive 
locations, enhanced readiness, massing of 
forces, violations (real or perceived) of air-
space or maritime borders, long-range strike 
deployments, and threats to vulnerable lines of 
communication. 

 ■ Innovative CAC measures could address these 
factors, thus increasing warning and decision-
making time, complicating surprise attacks, 
and lowering overall tensions.

 ■ A CAC agreement that incorporates such mea-
sures would reduce the risk of conflict through 
misunderstanding and miscalculation. 

capabilities that are just as destabilizing, if not more so, 
as those posed by larger quantities in the past. 

A new RAND Corporation study has explored 
novel approaches to CAC to address the challenges 
posed by the current security environment. The study 
sought to reconceive a CAC framework that is relevant 
to recent military- technological developments and cur-
rent regional security challenges. It uncovered a variety 
of military factors that foster instability, potential 
conflict, and escalation in Europe today, and examined 
measures that might address those drivers.  

Research Approach
RAND’s study focused on potential military causes of 
conflict between the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) and Russia (along with Russia’s ally Belarus).1 
In the study’s first stage, the research team attempted to 
identify, in as systematic a way as possible, the problem 
set that a CAC regime could plausibly address. First, the 
team used interviews, literature reviews, and a workshop 
to identify, compare, and contrast threat perceptions of 
several NATO  member-states and Russia. The team then 
examined four scenarios of unintended conflict con-
structed by RAND  analysts—covering the ground, air, 
and maritime domains and the initial stages of combat 
following war  initiation—to envision possible roads to 
war between NATO and Russia. 

In the project’s second stage, the RAND research 
team derived the specific actions thought to precipitate 
and escalate conflict in the NATO-Russia context from 
the threat perceptions and scenarios. The team grouped 
those actions into classes of what it termed military 
factors (e.g., categories of activities, capabilities, and 
posture choices) that potentially could drive conflict 
between NATO and Russia. Ultimately, the RAND 
team identified 14 such factors. Finally, the research 
team described specific CAC measures that could 
address these factors.

1 It should be noted that existing European CAC agreements 
include states other than NATO allies and Russia (and not all 
allies are party to all of the agreements). Although this study 
focused exclusively on addressing potential conflict involving 
NATO member-states and Russia (and Belarus), the measures 
discussed in the report could be embedded in a broader agree-
ment involving more states.
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What Concerns Should 
Conventional Arms Control in 
Europe Address?
Conducting military activities and exercises in strategi-
cally sensitive locations was perhaps the most persistent 
driver of conflict across the threat perceptions and sce-
narios. For example, in one scenario, a redeployment of 
Russian forces to Belarus near the Suwalki gap was the 
development that triggered NATO mobilizations and 
U.S. airlift surges, pushing the parties toward conflict. 
In another scenario, forward movement of U.S. ground 
combat forces into Latvia led Russia to see a threat to 
its access to the Kaliningrad exclave and to respond 
accordingly.

Long-range strike (LRS) capabilities emerged as a 
second important driver of conflict. The team’s research 
demonstrated that Moscow views NATO’s ability to 
strike over long distances from ground, air, or maritime 
platforms—especially in the initial days of a  conflict—
as a particular vulnerability. This increases the impe-
tus for Russia to launch preemptive strikes against 
NATO LRS assets in the opening phase of a conflict to 
achieve escalation dominance before NATO can take 
advantage of Russia’s vulnerabilities. Equally, NATO 
member-states are concerned about several Russian LRS 
capabilities deployed west of the Urals.  

A third conflict driver arises from locating oppos-
ing forces or capabilities in close proximity to one 
another. This reduces decisionmaking time, raises ten-
sions, and increases the chances of misperception. The 
location of today’s NATO-Russia frontier deprives both 
sides of strategic depth, and thus minimizes warning 
time and increases fears of preemption. This proximity 
driver also comes into play at sea. In several project 
scenarios, close encounters of naval warships operating 
in the relatively confined waters of the Black or Baltic 
Seas raised tensions significantly.

In addition to these three drivers,2 the potentially 
escalatory military factors identified by the RAND 
team were massing forces, exhibiting enhanced read-
iness, posing perceived threats to vulnerable lines of 

2 The report divides activities in strategically sensitive locations 
into four factors for greater analytical precision: (1) military 
activities, including deployments, in strategically sensitive loca-
tions; (2) military activities, including deployments, involving 
new or escalatory capabilities in strategically sensitive locations; 
(3) training exercises in strategically sensitive locations; and 
(4) training exercises involving new or escalatory capabilities in 
strategically sensitive locations.

communication, conducting naval exercises involving 
the use of live fire, violating (or being perceived to 
violate) airspace or maritime borders, demonstrating a 
lack of transparency regarding capabilities, and being 
involved in an ambiguous incident. Although this list 
of factors is not comprehensive, it nevertheless accounts 
for the vast majority of escalatory conditions that the 
research team distilled from its research on threat 
perceptions and scenarios of potential NATO-Russia 
conflict. 

Policy Implications: Military 
Factors and Potential 
Conventional Arms Control 
Measures
As noted previously, the research team identified 14 
military factors that are key drivers of potential NATO-
Russia conflict and escalation. The team then developed 
a menu of CAC measures that could address each factor, 
seven of which are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 contains only a subset of the escalatory mil-
itary factors and the CAC measures that the research 
team linked to them. But even in abbreviated form, 
Table 1 shows CAC measures that, if agreed to and 
implemented, could have a significant positive impact 
on European and Euro-Atlantic security. RAND’s 
research suggests that a new CAC agreement incorpo-
rating measures listed in the report could both reduce 
the risk of conflict arising from misunderstandings or 
miscalculations and lower pressures to escalate during 
a conflict’s early stages. Warning and decisionmaking 
times would increase, and surprise offensive actions 
would be made more conspicuous, lengthy, and observ-
able. Although the political obstacles to pursuing a new 
CAC regime are significant and perhaps insurmount-
able, the study demonstrated that if such a regime—one 
that incorporates the recommended measures—were 
agreed, it could produce meaningful security benefits.
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TABLE 1

Military Drivers of Conflict and Conventional Arms Control Measures to Mitigate Them

Military Drivers of 
Conflict Potential Conventional Arms Control Measures 

Military activities, 
including deployments, 
in strategically sensitive 
locations

• Limits on permanently based forces, infrastructure (including storage sites), or types of forces in 
designated sensitive locations. 

• Bans or limits on permanent deployments of enablers required for surprise attack, such as 
tactical fuelers, combat bridges, or electronic warfare capabilities within the specified zone.

• Restrictions on colocation of enablers that are required for surprise attack or cross-border 
operations (e.g., heavy-equipment transporters) within the zone. 

• Limitations on codeployment of certain units (e.g., engineering companies with maneuver units) 
to minimize offensive capability of forces stationed within the zone. 

• Limitations on size of temporary additional deployments in sensitive locations. 
• Limits on out-of-garrison activities of permanently stationed forces within the sensitive area. 
• Notification-threshold requirements for deployments or other activities in sensitive locations. 
• Enhanced information exchanges on forces permanently stationed within the specified area.

Training exercises in 
strategically sensitive 
locations

• Ban or limit on number of exercises in sensitive locations. 
• Limit on size of exercises in sensitive locations. 
• Limit on duration of exercises in sensitive locations. 
• Ban or limit on number of no-notice exercises in sensitive locations.  
• Limit on the size of no-notice exercises in sensitive locations. 
• Limit on total number of troops involved in parallel exercises in sensitive zones. 
• Establishment of a minimum time period between single exercises in sensitive locations. 
• No threshold for observation and notification of exercises in sensitive locations. 
• Additional provisions for naval exercise observation and notification in sensitive zones. 
• Limitations or voluntary commitments on the number of naval vessels participating in joint 

maritime-land-air exercises in specified sensitive locations.

Enhanced readiness • Agreed definitions of “readiness” and regular exchange of relevant data. 
• Notification mechanisms for enhanced readiness of forces. 
• Limitations on overall readiness. 
• Notification requirements for movements of high-readiness forces. 

Massing of forces • Regular information exchange on deployments.   
• Measures to prevent concentration of forces along borders. 
• Notification of plans to mass forces. 
• Measures to complicate rapid concentration of forces (e.g., cap on number of assembled 

railcars in a single rail yard). 
• Limitation on number of units that can be out of garrison at any time.

Violations of airspace (or 
perceived violations)

• Creation of Nuclear Risk Reduction Center–like nodes for crisis communications. 
• Creation of a special standing consultative body to address incidents. 
• Creation of an updated, multilateral Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities agreement.

Proximity of forces or 
capabilities that reduces 
decisionmaking time

• Measures to ensure that naval vessels maintain a certain distance. 
• Measures to limit deployments in areas near the NATO-Russia frontier.

LRS deployment that 
puts sensitive areas at 
risk

• Numerical ceilings on holdings of long-range precision-guided munitions (PGMs).  
• Geographical restrictions on deployment of LRS capabilities. 
• Measures that increase time needed to strike. 
• Regular declarations regarding PGMs. 
• Notification requirements specific to PGMs.
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